
held necessary to establish the ,‘Jewish National Home’־ jointly with
of those ideals; so that a large part of the national energy, human and

material, was frittered away in barren debate and struggles about the
problems of a system which, in the light of Jewish existence and its actual
facts, in the light of the great vision and the Torah of Israel, were at the
most of tertiary significance. Truth to tell, we would not have referred to

those factors in this pamphlet, in spite of the large share they have had
in the delay, if they were not still effective in the State of Israel! and if
these problems were not being presented, even today, as the centre of the
country’s life, as problems on their own and as independent values.

“The doctrine of work,” or “unsmirched weapons,” or “free initia-
implements for achieving Redemption but were ascribed

an ideological and moral independence which often displaced what really
the highest need of the people. In the course of time certain instru-

ments—such as the Histadrut or some of the parties—became institutions
with their own interests. They did not share even the Utopian innocence
of the early idealists, but were impelled purely by egoistic considerations
and nothing more.

A different cause of delay was operative in the religious section of the
people. Those who knew and understood that the Redemption involved
a real process with the aid of heaven were hesitant, on account of the
apparent secularism of the Zionist Movement and those who were imple-
menting it. They were apprehensive of the claim that “the House of
Israel is as all the nations.” These apprehensions prevented them from
lending a hand to the process of Redemption. And just as the truly pro-
lctarian masses among the Jews believed that International Socialism
or Communism would of itself solve the Jewish problem (so that the
overwhelming majority of Jewish workers in Eastern Europe never joined
the Zionist Movement but supported Communism or the Bund ), so it

with the religious wing: The belief in the miraculous Messiah who
would appear and redeem the people, without any practical steps being
taken by the latter to bring about the Redemption, was what made it easy
for the believing masses to take no steps to leave the exile, to find full
spiritual satisfaction in fulfilling the traditionally prescribed command-
ments, and to wait expectantly for Messiah. These two wings, right and
left, harboured within themselves vast forces which could have been
transformed into dynamically operative redemptive drives; yet they were
finally exterminated at Auschwitz and the other death camps together
with all their faith and zeal. Today nobody can deny any longer that it
would have been better for Jewish workers to "suffer” in a capitalist,
reactionary, Zionist Jewish State than to be poisoned to death in the gas

one chambers; and it would have been better for the religious Jew to “suffer”
in a secular State of Israel, and campaign for religious education here
in Eretz Israel, than go to Maidanck and Treblinka.

The obliteration of European Jewry has made this clear to everybody
who is prepared to look realities in the face and draw conclusions: The
overwhelming majority of the debates which split the Jewish people before
the Holocaust and the establishment of the State of Israel were idle and
barren. Hence they delayed the process of redemption and aided the pro-
cess of destruction.

If at least the Zionists, and the national wing among the Zionists,
had seen the real situation with open eyes and not with eyes clouded
with various Utopian dreams, that National Zionist minority would have
been strong enough to bring the full and entire redemption. But the
tragedy was that even among them there prevailed wrong and misleading
conceptions of world morality and conscience, Arab strength, “the other
England” which could be convinced, etc., etc. All these superstitions, com-
bined with the lack of belief in our own strength, held up the process
of the war of liberation, which could and should have been begun after
1929 and not after 1939. In the Exile Hitler appeared. In Eretz Israel the
Jewish population of Hebron was exterminated. Vis-a-vis both these
developments the British closed the gates of the country. The time was
ripe for the beginning of the revolt. But the leaders of the people did not
fully grasp the situation.

The only one who even then comprehended what was taking place
in the exile and the Land of Israel and all the logical consequences, was
Uri Zvi Greenberg. Yet nobody was going to pay attention to “emotional”
poetry. There was “realistic” prose in accordance with which the national
affairs ought to be conducted. By the time the truth in Greenberg’s poetry
had pierced the thick skins of the “realists” between seven and ten pre-
cious and decisive years had passed. The best time had been wasted, the
best of the people had been exterminated. And if a scanty handful had
not risen, if it had been for the revolution brought about by the “dissi-
dents” when they turned all their forces against one single front, the
campaign to liberate Eretz Israel from foreign rule in order to achieve
Jewish rule, even that primaiy nucleus which we now have would never
have come about. And since it was so late, and the minority was so small,
and the delaying Jewish factors actually lent a hand to the enemy, this
State came into being with its present limits and limitations, and never-
theless appears to many as a miracle.

tive” were not

was

was
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I he restoration of Israel 11 4 "miraele" only :0 /» >r whom die
I4\n of history liegin only will! tire lint Aliys of Itt'i, !׳ < - Second Aliya
of 1901-1910 or ( he B 1lfo« 1r Dccl.iration Ye( in •ir ey*־t of sue}! people
the phenomenon of I litlrr 11 merely 4 ‘cr.try" E *event׳>-י|;-ץ hy the standard* of the Nineteenth Cent׳try.wK h׳> p** >r׳u «rs|r» j ׳14 l
right* to the Jew* Anyone who measures even's by i. : ־<<׳,*־ I'Jtxijrd* all
the way along, however, will easily find that the pf.,j rnttn ׳ s!'.-d“Hitler" L1 nothing but the legitimate frnt ol European. 1 and
Jewish development* over a millenium. Europe pfej*!r־d r.-׳/ dm action
(luring a thou<-1nd years. Only thoie who closed the:.- r,*״• ihe|jw of
exile, and the nature of thoie gentile group*, we,״ arto>;nd'd hy such
wirkctlnes* and murder.

Yet on tfic other hand, only those who measure the J-w-s by the
*tandard* of recent generation*, hy those seeking rights aisong •: - gm-tiles, or hy Utopian Zionist pioneers who wished to eslabi.vh :nod-; Com-
ruunist Kibbutzim,— they alone were astonished and *aw 4 ::.:ride ' in
the revelation of the fighting Jewish force; whereat hutnne ruth.־ ha* far
more to it than was apparent during the forty years !*:ore : ־->־ of the
Jewish Underground. Just as it was shown that the Jew-haters who ciaini
that tfie Jews are nothing hut a race of merchants and ::;ahiletnrn WTT-
proven liars, arid as it wat found that we wen: capable of ail wort m the
fields and factories, not to mention Science,־-so it was found that
among the hist fighters and soldiers in the world. 'I'ne auntie oi the
fighting Jew was a miracle only for those who looked at the turiaci with-
out noting the qualities concealed within this race since the day* ai Abra-
ham, Joshua and David. These qualities hatl only been concealed. They
had never been cancelled.

Only those svho, owing to a complex of self-hatred and superficial
rationalism, have ceased to believe that die Jews are a chosen people,
a people of a great origin, with a great purpose and tr-trarncL us farce*within itself, only such people can regard the rr\:1>ration 44 a ־־ nuracle."

If there is a miracle, it docs not lie in the fact that we overcame the
English and the Arabs. If there Ls a "miracle" it is in the !act that we
overcame the Jews, or rather those among them who w,-u.'J not believe
but mocked and set out to be “realistic," who accustomed us to ask our-
selves: What more are we than dust and ashes.’ The mira. Ir 1* that in
spite of this we succeeded in breaking through all the mans exile shells
and husks, through layers of barren and vain ideologies, and brought
precious forces from the deeps of the Jewish sou! and its capacities into
the light of day.

IS THE STATE Or IM4 V 11 A MIR 5E1 FI

Wbv l*nth r׳־ at all to consider this iwue of mins'־le or no miracle ? Be-
cau*׳• it י1 nertsxan יז׳זי on's in order to understand the past but »I*»—

n!*ns׳ mniprrbr-ntion of the past—in order towhich יו the real purp
understand die future, in ! הי1׳ד!ס p׳fs׳r the future

If I hnrorsr aors1storn״d to thinking in raler׳sri<־* of 'miracles then
I will continue ll m'itnr in th׳s*r trmn in ז׳־קי׳־י ! of the future a* ,!!דיי־ and
I *hell re's v1t» ־־ n rr!:rs1r'-c» Of rourv it is possible to reran! the restoration
«s? tbr Stew « י!!ידיי׳־ל*י *omrthinr miraculous: and the interesting thing
is •bit tbr lew 9 hr’wsft a חיתו rv . tbr more he will Iteljesr in the miiaru-
It*r> : יזיז״*׳ o' Jv־ae!'s re-triratinn Eor the whole of this business of mitarle
r RRURST, sne depend* ׳מי a person's standpoint If a man rejects the
tir'irf •• tbr s:nv7 ־-»׳ two of the Jewish people in the forces hidden deep
WT*J-.!r. *hr rare of Ahraltam. base and Jacob and in the loftiness of
fait! re. the Torah tshirh comes from Sinai.— if lie does not lielievr in
th׳-»r hr ־-* .:•• in׳witahh rtatid wnndrrinp and ronfusrd at the remarkable
fa;־•of • r4':־r returning to it* own land and language after tss־o thousand

׳•, r*sre- and persecution Eor the limitrd intellii-rtire, nrstrictrsl to

>4 -" errst-str.ic sorjoioeiral and historical explanations, all that has
Isrer; Ijnpmre.c* hrer trails mutt l «e irwed־\ as a miracle If this is *up-
•sJernertrd the jr.trerul entmhline—any of the people, their ideological
diar-m.1 — the a'e.*nre of a seme of realities among its political leaders.
;•s יס rz*r.nirxrs t*5 hatred of and contempt for itself and its feelings
of d-e: —then wr really do need to ask : How did this people.
;*: « ׳ . tr </ a!; d-ii r-idrer the strenmli for a War of Liberation?

I

IT4"

wr were

Vet what appear! irrational to the limited intelligence which is
rrrrlned •a the Karros* confures of the present and ran see only today,
f'ar.r- its anine־re?׳ if vou vie* die situation from another level, from
th ׳!.־ •:rt.t of another historic troth, from a mountain summit.

Tie•!/hutid H*ru! Israel, t!!e Firliters for the Freedom of Israel
wire, sett L5re׳eT. as d»e “Ire!,I ” astounded Enrlishmen and Jews alike
vlrer •le־ d*־׳ I;.red fe־f׳,re a Britidi Court in 1944 d!3t tlie arms in the

ן»>;-ז*ג it ׳/׳.׳ re ]ev nl־ Undcrrrewnd were lera! weapon! and that British
role ir. dre Litre!׳.f Itrae!*a!what w־a! illegal

Tor ,vet-׳ dre ttre-r! nationaliu PTOJJJ! rerarded British rule as legal,
but fre'd •Lit dre Brit:•*, did not rarry out the law a! they should, that
tire l» w W4!׳roe] esc

And d.1• i!V.•re 5 iddef.h fep!4׳ed liy so different an outlook!
And the *am׳ »pp!res !!, *Jj },;!!one event!
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or those who review the situation with other than the bribed eyes of the
present. For every present offers generous bribes.

But before we point out what is inevitable in the light of historical
experience, something very grave must be said about the religious leaders
of world Jewry. You, Rabbis of Israel who bear the Torah with you, do
not need to think at all in terms of historical experience. You arc bound
by the Torah and by prophecy. By what right do you deceive the people
into believing in exile life? By what right do you disregard express pro-
hibitions? It is obvious to you, after all, that according to the Torah the
exile is a punishment and the conquest and settlement of the Land of
Israel arc major commandments. By what right do you reprove Jews who
do not observe the Sabbath in the State of Israel, while you continue to
dwell in the various exiles and establish communities there to be destroyed
as die thousands of communities, Talmudical Academics and centres of
Torah were destroyed and obliterated in the Polish Exile? Maybe the un-
believers need proofs from history. But the Torah told you in advance
that in exile the Children of Israel would serve wood and stone or else
be destroyed; that is, those two choices were set out as the only two possi-
bilitics of exile. Assimilation or destruction were laid down as the law 01
the exile in the Tokheha ( Reproof ) of Moses our Master three thousand
five hundred years ago. Is there any point when Jews pray, and cantors
sing, and rabbis deliver sermons on the prayer “because of our sins we
were exiled from our country,” when it is possible to rise and to return to
our country?

And if this is a matter of laziness, of the power of intertia, of the
American paradise or any other Satanic devices, why create theories in
order to find Jewish hyper-religious justifications for instincts which arc
compact of the fleshpots and the golden calf ? After all, one of the reasons
why the State of Israel is secular is the fact that the movement of redemp-
tion in all three stages—settlement, politics and belligerence—was not
headed by the great Torah authorities. And similarly the entire force of
the religious demands of Jewish rabbis of all schools and currents has been
weakened by the fact that they are no more than a fourth wheel as mem-
bers of a Government coalition, or a fifth wheel if they are outside that
coalition, within the process of redemption which Is going forward in thn
State of Israel. If the rabbis of Israel were to find the moral strength
to rise and approve of de|>urturc from the exile as a requirement of the
Torah for all observant Jews, not only would the hundreds of thousands
who would unquestionably come in obedience to this high command of
tho Torah strengthen the numerical weight of pious Jews, but the ap-
proval in itself would unquestionably enhance the moral prestige and

To sum up: What is a miracle? A miracle is something drat lies out-
side natural law, an event which lies beyond Nature.

Yet what b really the law of Jewish hbtory? The law of Jewish his-
tory, contrary to what has been supposed during the past two hundred
yean, b the law of sovereign greatness which will come with the Redemp-
tion. Assuredly the justification for thb sovereign greatness is the spiritual
strength and spiritual, artbtic and internal moral purpose which will im-
buc the material Malkhut Israrl. But thb material Mclkhut Israel,
stretching from the Euphrates to the River of Egypt, held in awe by
surrounding peoples, and it may be presumed rich materially, underlies
all the redemptive hopes of the prophets. And that b the law of our
hbtory as the sole alternative to exile, which b punishment and calamity.

Anybody who tries to give a different description of the exile, as is
done by many rabbb and Zionbts nowadays, and anybody who tries to
give a different picture of our sovereign needs and possibilities in the Land
of Israel, b doing something that b against the law. For lie transforms the
State into a ',miracle,’' and he also entrusts the lives of Jews in Exile to
the “miracle” of "good” gentiles. That b, both in exile and in Erctz Israel
he b working against the laws of the Torah and the prophets, against the
law which has been proved by the realities to be the actual law of Jewish
hbtory.

JEW-HATRED A LAW OF THE EXILE

There b a natural human tendency- to view tilings in the light of
what one thinks desirable, or of the given situation at any particular
time; and all tire more so if the given situation b also deemed desirable.

So it b hardly surprising tliat Jews tliroughout tire world, particularly
in countries where their situation can be regarded as satbfactory, tend
to view wliat took place in Europe as a!natter of chance or linked to a
specific area; and not, heavens forbid, as something that may happen
somewhere else. Even if there are Jews who are prepared to admit after
what happened in “cultured” Eurojic that something similar b within the
bounds of possibilities anywhere, they are certainly not prepared to agree
that it must inevitably happen. Something which is possible may, equally
well, posvibly not happen; and natural human optimum leads one towards
the second possibility, so that people prefer to read into the situation only
those signs which point to die preferable alternative.

Yet what u psychologically comprehensible in the case of the indi-vidual should never be taken for granted among die leaden of the people,
1G 17
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EVACUATION OF ALL THE EXILE
THE FIRST DUTY OF THE STATE

Every Zionist who now offers theories that the Jews of the exile must
be brought to the idea of immigration to Israel on a purely “positive”
basis, by strengthening the national feeling or presenting enticing pros-
pects, is returning to the Zionist formula of Ahad Haam and Weizmann.
He is restoring the sort of Zionism with Hachshara (special preliminary
training) which existed in Poland between the two World Wars; A
selected Zionism which led to the abandoning of thousands of Jews to
destruction for every halutz which it delivered.

For even if the few who head or ought to head the Movement are
impelled by the messianic vision of full redemption the fact remains, as
we said at the beginning, that this vision will be realised only by the
driving-force of Jewish distress and the catastrophe of the exiles. These
must be displayed constantly before the Jews of the exiles, in order that
they should never be taken by surprise again. Whenever and wherever
it is possible to prepare to meet the evil—as it was actually possible in
pre-Nazi and early Nazi Europe—let them organise the evacuation of the
Exile. It is the duty of the national leadership to do this for the exiles of
the West, no less than it is being done for the exiles in Moslem countries.
Whose duty it is to engage in open and cruel information activities to this
effect, or in the possibly even more cruel work of implementation, is a
problem of organisation and tactics. It does not really matter whether
this is done by a large-scale and politically-oriented Zionist Movement or
by the instruments of the State of Israel. But the steps themselves are the
primary duty of the State of Israel, no matter whose the executive arm
may be. The Zionist Movement has failed in this prime and sacred duty.
The State of Israel came about, nationally speaking, on condition that it
should fulfill what the Zionist Movement did not fulfill. The State of
Israel is the instrument for the redemption of the entire Jetvish People
from all the Exiles. And considerations of “Campaigns.” or other reasons
of unpopularity and the like, must not deter the State of Israel or the
movements leading or wishing to head it from ignoring this primary task.

All laws, all liberal or totalitarian constitutions which now promise
the Jews equal rights in the exiles (even when the legislators and rulers
are impelled by the most satisfactory and honest purposes) , are illegal,
transitory, and hence in essence sinful when set against the deep, tried
and proven historical law which is so remarkably yet demonstrably con-
gruent with what was declared, commanded and prophesied in the Torah
of Moses; for it is an act of deception which must lead to bloodshed on
a scale that may even reach the point of obliteration. In the “best” of

force of the Torah and those entitled to interpret it Those who would
be able to induce masses of Jews to forsake the exile without waiting for
gentile pressure would also be entitled to turn the wheels of the spirit in
the State of Israel, and would also be entitled to be the spirit impelling
those wheels.

Yet even cultural and national leaders whose faith and outlook are
not based on what b written in the Torah arc also compelled, through
empirical and practical experience, to reach the cruel Zionist truth which
b true for the entire exile. Ever)• golden age of equal rights for Jews in
any of the exiles b only an interval, only an exception which proves the
rule.

That b the one and only historical lesson to be learnt from two
thousand years of exile. Prophets who prophesy otherwbc are false pro-
phets, hbtorians who teach otherwbe are learned in falsehood. Leaders
who preach otherwise are mbleaders. There b no serious scholar who can
declare: What happened in the first Egyptian Exile and the Second Exile
in Alexandria b pure chance; what happened in Spain b chance; what
happened in the exiles of England and France between six and seven
hundred years ago b chance; what happened in Arabia more than 1300
years ago b chance; what happened in Poland three hundred years ago b
chance; what happened in Europe yesterday and what b happening in
Russia today are chance; and the only thing legitimate, legal and logical
b what b now happening in the exiles of North and South America.

Every cultural or other leader who b not prejudiced, who does not
wish to teach what the Jews in most countries prefer to hear because it
serves their momentary inclinations and interests, has to rbe and declare
thb historic truth:

It b not only the Torah as promulgated by Moses which teaches that
the exile b a punishment and a calamity, but it b historical experience
as well which teaches it. Every satisfactory situation in the exile b foam
on treacherous waters. Hatred of Jews b the law, the will to obliterate
the Jewish people b a will permanent and constant in all countries, in
all religions, among all peoples and under all systems of government
All that differs b the method. Some destroy by strangulation and some
by stoning, some by fire and some by water. Indeed, experience has proved
that the more the Jews try to identify themselves with their environ-ment, to fit into the culture and the regime, the more savage is the reac-tion against them when it comes.

.f
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cases, even though that " יו׳זד " ha* l*em p1Yt\־cd to be ר. delurion in out

own limes, asritnilation may prove lo l«e prwrihle for individual*; thosich
it is unnecessary to remark that from the naiional s־irs*״point assimilation
is also a sin. And *n a national leadership elected not In ritiren*, shekel-
paters or memliers with rrxtricted outlook and interests, hut a leadership
1scaring in heart and brain the fsill picture of Jewish hi*torv and wi*hinp
to show its nctjsnmibilit* not toward* tomorrow׳'* elector* but toward*
(lie history of tlte das after tomorrow,—such a leadership ha* to make the
major concern n) thr state of l*rael the fulfilment of the hieh, primary
and major command of Redemption and of the Mcsrianic Virion: The
departure front all the Exile* or. more precisely, the withdrawal of all
the Jews from all the Exile* In all jm**ihlc mean* Tliat i* the positive,
Messianic aspect of the command to Redemption: hut it i* equally the
command of ddheranor and rescue from the negative at|tect , that of the
dant-rr of destruction and obliteration which is the law of Exile Jewry.

A State of 1snarl which doe* not implrmrnt this law as its hip.hest
legislation, and does not subject all other interests to this highest interest ,

is an i!lrp»!state a.׳־cord:nr to the laws of the Torah, and is illrpal accord-
inr to the law-1 of hrrtor*

Anybod* who supposes that it is “lunacy" to come to Jews nowadays
with this unpopular idea , and anyone who thinks that it is undesirable
for reasons of foreier. (miin "to simw our rard*" in the prrsence of the
rulers of the Arab countries , of Moscow and Washington, merely repeats
the error a]read ,׳ mad• In so !nan* in the past who attacked Herd for
pivine aid to Jrw -hatrr! Jabotinslv for lending supjsort to the claims
of the Antwerr.hr! in tie- Fjtile and of thr Aral״ in the Land of Israel!
and the L'ndrrrTT'ur.d for helpinr Brvin Exjierienre has shown that con-
oealment rite* t:*e h״!p A* far a! tlie Jews of the Exile are concerned
experience l

_
j proved da!concealment puts the jieoplr to sleep, tnaiptifies

illiisiom and facilitases extermination and obliteration.
To tell tl!e truth, tf!e State of Israel has rxrirised this function pro-

jietly for certain etJo in Arab cotintrie• Tlietr lias l»rn a delay in this
pfocei! in resfirr! of the Jew! of North Africa Repaidinp the West, this
approach has leer, iqete!cb inifi״ a! “unreal " Ear most of these rouii-
trie* therr are etnitsarM either to collect monry or rl*e to win the souls
of a handful of halutriln B.1 reswadayx 1l1e*r are no messeupen or etuis-saries tn tell tla- Jewi of Wettom (outline die eritirr and cruel doctrine
of 7-ioniun; altliouph » u* h emissaries must po tlietr, men tliuuph they
slunibl jetred with stone irw!ead *«f d'JLan And it is unites esury to
add that there ate no jediri-a! emiaiarie. «, prepare 1)!e protind for•udi actions.

Yet if the only thinp wronp were that what 0•!^ht to fir done n no!
being done, it would lie enough to console oneself that the trouble !hat
comes at its own time is ennuph ; even if it come* a little befor» its time.

Yet what is far worse is that what is being done is the precise oppori'e
A Zionist and fsrarl "doctrine" whieh approves of the ׳!:!׳ fn»*e!-t the
illusion of permanent co-existence. An*I this jltusinn campaign w headed
by Zionists What is to he expected under those eirrums•meet from
Zionists to ripht and to left ?

Such a state of affairs makes it neressary to hrpin at the er* h ״־ psn-
ninp. Some people must lie taupht the ,the of the Torah of Moses and
some the ahe of Her/ I's 1lrx־trine. A new impttlse is neerssary to show the
problem of the Jews in exile and the drparturr of the Jews from all the
exiles as the only solution of that problem, ft is unnrrexsarv ס! »Jô for
the "miracle" of renewed McCarthyism. or the hlowinp up of more r.-ru*־
popues in the Southern States of LT.S.A. Zionists do not require such
"proofs." We have to po forward anrl appear and prophesy about them
with absolute faith : for they are the law. There Is no place for that new
division between Zionists, who are those who come to Israel, and rood
non-Zionist Jews who supjiort iinmipration and the State of Itrael. These
novel formulations call for the rrsoration to Zionism and the national
movement of its primary advance-puard and revolutionary functim
Zionists arr those who hrinp the entire Jewish people up to the I

_
»nd of

Israel. This State is not an objective that lias hern achieved. It is a hridcr*
head that has been occupied in order that the entire people can come to
the Land of Redemption by means of it.

r/m-

r
I

THE GREAT JEWISH PEOPLE

The two million Jews who are alrradv to be found in the *treteh ef
territory constituting the State of Israel are competed rhieth־ of two
elements: the active element , whose activity lav chietlv in the tdeoksrical
and political fields, namely the pioneers of settlement and the pioneer*
of the War of Freedom ; ami the second element, consisting of tofuere
masses who came by virtue of compulsion am! the prr.it na!ontsו ol whom
lacked any resources whatsoever, whether money, phvsirwl strrngth. >x*cu -
patioual, orpanisational, pssveinniental or tihxlem scientific * a;\a* itiex In
spite of the tiemcndniis waste of national tes1xm.es as a result of the p-ittv
ii-pinie and followinp the technique of the mass of electors, who exploit
patty competition III order to raise the standard of 11*ing ahosre what h
|1en11Usil1ln in view of real income ami defence needs: in spite at all this
the nucleus of a State which we have heir is a force which tt this moment

i
I
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is stronger than the force of all the Arab States. NW there is no long״
anv doubt that if the monev which streamed to this Slate had been

efficiently and far-sightedly invested, instead of being used for momentary
satisfactions, w would have been closer to economic independence than
we arc today.

Even if we declare that the best of the nation, spiritually and intcl-
Icctually. was exterminated in Europe; even if we claim that the best of
the nation, speaking in terms of pioneer spirit and political and idco-
logical maturity, are already concentrated in the country; nevertheless
there still remain tremendous forces among Jews in the countries of the
exile. Quite apart from their numerical strength, the Jews of the United
States haw their individualist economic dynamism. The Jews of Soviet
Russia haw their manifold and multiple professional training and talents.
On both sides there are scientific forces, together with the good spiritual
forces which haw not yet degenerated in spite of material plenty in the
West and moral oppression in the East. All these arc quite capable of
bringing about, in this country of ours, such cultural, economic and poli-
tieal marvels as will overshadow everything that has been done here so far,
and will arouse the wonder and esteem of the world.

Knowing these forces which are preserved in the people is a primary
condition for preparing national strategy during the approaching years;
for much of our defeatism derives from lack of faith in the powers of the
”Exile.” “Von-state-minded," “unproductive," etc, people. This defeatism
wa« 21*0 at the root of the political minimalism. Undoubtedly knowledge
of the forces does not. under our conditions, imply the ability to put them
into free operation The limitations on operating them both in the East
and in the West are still considerable. Yet a clear knowledge that the re-
demption of these forces from all exiles is the target of Zionism, of the
State, for their taka and our own, and a knowledge of the tremendous
dimensions of those forces, should serve as gigantic motors causing our
political thinking and daring to move towards decisions, no matter how
grave, in ord*־r to bring out those masses, with their superlative qualities,
from their physical and spiritual exile. This, and only this, should fill the
heart* and brains arid hands of all who work for the redemption of the
people in tliii hktorie hour; and es־ery instrument in the State, which
itself is only an implement for redemption, has to be ready for this:

To restore to Zionism and the Zionist Movement its primary,
advance-guard, revolutionary function of bringing all the exiles to the lasthere, in the shortest possible time and by international political means.. S t a i r of Israel it not an objective that has been achieved, butan instrument for redeeming the entire people.

Do the people want this redemption ?
That is the dialectic of Jewish history: those who wish it arc unable

to bring it about, while those who ;ire able to do not wish it. Yet iiistory
requires this redemption, and that minority which recognises the vision
of historic redemption has to implement it in every way po*51ble, without
consulting the temporary will of the people, which is dictated by im-
permanent condition* without distinct perspective and with comprehend-
ing inevitable developments. Just as parents impose their will on their
children in such vital matters as health and education, סי this far-sighted
minority, which has not been affected by the bribery of the passing alua-
tion has to impose the redemption on the short-sighted many who cannot
sec beyond the four ells of momentary prosperity.

Undoubtedly this will not be done without the aid of external fac-
tors, which arc not always convenient and do not constantly tend towards
this solution. Yet there always were and always will be intervals which
can be exploited and for which preparations should be made. There are
circumstances which can even be expedited. And it would be well for this
strategic plan to be constantly borne in mind by those in a position to
take action. The two million Jews to be found today at this bridgehead,
known as the State of Israel within part of the land of Israel are one-
sixth of the entire Jewish people who, in accordance with historic expert-
ence and in spite of the nonsense talked by Canaanite issimiiationists and
“Israelis” here and Jewish would-be assimilationists in America, are one
nation with or else without a national consciousness. God wills it so,
history wills it so, and happy are those Jews who transform this fact and
this fate to their conscious will ; happy are the Jews who proudly and
joyously undertake this great purpose, for indeed we are still a great
people. Twelve millions is not a negligible trifle, particularly when they
are by general agreement, and in all areas, almost at the peak of human
achievement ; and, in our opinion and in the light of what is happening
in the world of the spirit, they still deserve to teach humanity their out-look on the universe and morality.

To the general astonishment, the Jews of the world have raised their
heads with pride before the non-Jews in the particular area which was
hitherto regarded as entirely non-Jewish: that of military capacity. The
blows struck by the Underground against the British rulers, the victory
of the not-yet-fully-organized-army of Israel over the armies of seven
Arab States, and most recently the lightning campaign in Sinai, have all
added to the Jewish consciousness that iltmension which
missing, the dimension of physical and military self-sufficiency.
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